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FIT RendezVous
Sunday, September 15, 2019 
8:30am to 4:00pm        |       RA Centre, 2451 Riverside Drive, Ottawa ON
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Refund Policy:  Refunds are not normally issued for fees paid for recreational activities. Exceptions are considered if the request is in writing and supported by a medical 
certificate. All refunds are subject to an administration fee of $20.  To request consideration of a refund, please send a letter of request to the following address:  
Member Services, RA Centre, 2451 Riverside Drive, Ottawa, Ontario K1H 7X7  or by e-mail: info@racentre.com.

Registration opens June 20
Early Bird Fee – up to July 31:    $125  (plus HST) 
Regular Fee – as of August 1:   $140  (plus HST)

Conference fee includes: Conference fee includes: 3 education sessions (4.5 hours),  
keynote speaker, Canfitpro and YMCA CECs, complimentary morning coffee,  
healthy buffet lunch, after party with snacks & a beer/wine, free parking and FUN. 

Welcome Fitness Leaders
Our mandate is to offer a quality learning experience that you can immediately apply to your classes/clients/patients.  The 
workshops and lectures are interactive, inspiring and tailored to what is current in the Health/Wellness and Fitness industry, 
each learning event is connected by the common theme of “Brain and Body”. 

As in previous years, we will continue the lunchtime custom of bringing you healthy and delicious food and the opportunity 
to network, recharge and share combined with an inspiring speaker. Joining us for lunch this year is  
the enthusiastic and engaging personality Kathy Smart. A holistic nutritionist, author of best-selling  
cookbook, founder of Live The Smart Way™ who is sure to inspire with her keynote where she  
reveals her three steps for recharging, recovering and living your healthiest self.

We hope that you bring a colleague or two to share the experience and take away loads  
of new techniques, tips and training ideas. See you on September 15.

RA Centre, 2451 Riverside Drive, Ottawa, ON   K1H 7X7  
www.racentre.com/FITRendezVous      (613) 733-5100

Brenda Hamm
Manager, LifeFIT Canada, RA

Kelly Shaw-Swettenham
Director, Recreation, Sports & Fitness, RA

Be one of the  

first 50 to register  

and your name will be put into 

a draw for fun prizes, including 

a complimentary pass for  

FIT RendezVous 2020.



Conference Schedule

Sunday Cycling (active) Group Fitness (active) Personal Training (active) Active Aging (active) Yoga/Pilates (active) Nutrition (workshop)

9:00am 
to 10:30am

Brain Power 
Presenter: Brian Robitaille

Core Supersets  
to use on Monday

Presenter: Jill Laidlaw

A Prospective on  
Motivating Clients

Presenter: Jelle Koojiman

Stepping Back
Presenter: Brenda Hamm

The Art of Sequencing 
Presenter: Tracy Glennon

Exercise is the world’s best drug, 
it’s just not a weight loss drug 
Presenter: Dr Yoni Freedhoff

11:00am  
to 12:30pm

HIIT the Bench
Presenter: Lisa Southall

Barre for Bad Knees 
Presenter: Peggy Cuthbert

Movement Optimization 
Presenter: Dr Ashleigh Harris

Slowing the Aging Process
Presenter: Margaret Martin 

The Yin Experience 
Presenter: Tracy Glennon

Rate your Plate 
for Health & Performance 
Presenter: Beth Mansfield

12:40 pm  
to 1:20pm

Lunch 
Healthy Buddha Bowl

1:20pm  
to 1:35pm

Keynote 
How to Recharge and Recover Smart in the Fitness Industry – presenter Kathy Smart
Kathy Smart will be sharing her incredible journey from a City of Ottawa nutritionist operating out of a  
storage closet to becoming an international presenter traveling all across the world. Kathy will reveal her  
three steps for recharging and recovering that all fitness professionals can implement to restore their adrenal  
glands, stress levels, and personal fitness.  

1:45pm  
to3:15pm

Low and Lean
Presenter: Lisa Southall

Framework for Functional 
Strength Training 

Presenter: Nick Haince  
& Alexis O’Bryan

Active Aging &  
Functional Flexibility 

Presenter: Christine Dery

Working your Pelvic Floor: 
More than Kegels

Presenter: Peggy Cuthbert

Nutrition and Mental Health 
Presenter: Rachel Cavan

Post Conference Social

55+

Kathy Smart HTC, PTS, RNC, RNCP, FIS, FKI
Kathy Smart is a health & wellness media personality, holistic 
nutritionist, fitness presenter, best selling author, gluten free expert and 
Founder of Live The Smart WayTM . With over 20 years experience in the 
health and wellness sectors, Kathy Smart has achieved many personal 
goals along with helping thousands to live their healthiest self.

CANCELLED CANCELLEDFULL



Workshop Descriptions

9:00am to 10:30am

Brain Power – Brian Robitaille  Cycling
You will exercise your brain as much as your legs! You’ll sweat, you’ll think, you’ll sweat thinking. This 
session will explore the perfect warm-up, Energy Zones, TTS and MSS, 80:20 rule of training and end 
with the perfect cool-down and cycle-specific stretches. You walk away from this session with a deeper 
understanding of some of the science behind CycleFIT training. 

Core Supersets  to use on Monday – Jill Laidlaw  GroupFIT 
Our core is the glue that holds everything together.  A strong core allows us to transfer power through the 
body while a weak core allows for energy leaks along the way.  We are only as strong as our weakest link… 
let’s not make that the core.  Take away new core sequences or tweaks for old faithfuls that are guaranteed 
to challenge your class on Monday.  Looking for crunches?  Not here!  All these sequences are designed to 
train your core as something that is larger than all its parts.

A Prospective on Motivating Clients – Jelle Koojiman  Personal Training 
The Self-Determination Theory (SDT) is widely accepted as the leading framework regarding motivation in 
the field of sport and exercise psychology. It touches on different constructs such as quality vs quantity of 
motivation, motivation regulation, basic psychological needs and internal vs external motivation as well as 
the positive outcomes high quality of motivation can lead to. This presentation addresses the theoretical 
bases of the Self-Determination Theory, before demonstrating and discussing examples of how trainers can 
either support or undermine clients’ motivation. Finally, the participants will engage in role-playing exercises 
to practice the constructs themselves and learn how to harness their clients’ motivation.

STEP with Purpose – Brenda Hamm Active Aging
This workshop takes the fear out of using the STEP as a training tool for the aging population, and/or for 
group participants of any age or gender!  Emphasis will be on POP, permission, options and precautions.  
Warning this workshop will make you think!  It will  take you back to the basics of why STEP helps improve 
balance, lower body muscular performance and cognitive awareness.  Easy to follow patterns, functional 
every day movement, coaching and cuing tips, as well as healthy dose of fun will be your take away. 

The Art of Sequencing – Tracy Glennon Yoga 
Whether you teach a hatha or vinyasa yoga class we want to create a coherent experience for our 
participants allowing them to practice without feeling the class is disjointed disrupting their flow.

Learn how to sequence your movements based on both body position and at what point you are in class to 
create a seamless experience for your participants that will leave them wanting more! 

Exercise is the world’s best drug, it’s just not a weight loss drug – Yoni Freedhoff Nutrition
A sobering trip through the medical literature surrounding exercise and weight loss - from doubly labelled 
water studies, to kids with accelerometers, to carefully controlled and supervised year long physical activity 
programs the data seems fairly clear – “energy balance” is a misnomer and it’s time for us to uncouple 
exercise from weight and instead focus on the incredible benefits of exercise to health, and to mitigating the 
direct risks attributable to weight.

55+
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11:00am to 12:30pm 
 
HIIT the Bench – Lisa Southall GroupFIT 
High Intensity Interval Training is a super-efficient workout and is ideal for those who find it hard to fit in a 
workout in their busy schedules. We are amping up this HIIT workout by incorporating a bench to increase 
intensity levels. Learn how to create an efficient and extremely effective HIIT workout for your participants 
that will leave them wondering what HIT them.

Barre for Bad Knees – Peggy Cuthbert GroupFIT 
“I can’t do Barre classes, it hurts my knees”. How many times have you heard this? With special attention 
paid to form, technique and exercise selection, we will create a barre class that is not only safe for those with 
bad knees, but can help address some of the issues that may be behind their knees issues.

Movement Optimization – Dr Ashleigh Harris Personal Training
You will learn How Thoracic Spine & Hip Mobility and Core Stability are essential to Rehabilitation and 
Prevention of Low Back Pain. Over 80% of the population will suffer from an episode of low back pain over 
the course of their lifetime, and it can oftentimes be an enormous obstacle in getting or staying active. There 
are so many ways to conservatively manage this condition, but often a targeted mobility/stability routine can 
allow most patients to safely return to and increase physical activity. Join Dr. Ashleigh Harris as she covers 
the anatomy, biomechanics and incidence of low back pain and how personal trainers can help their clients 
safely navigate this condition on their way to optimal movement and performance.

Slowing the Aging Process – Margaret Martin  Active Aging 
Many of today’s youth are showing symptoms of aging that have traditionally been associated with people 
more advanced in age.  Many of our clients (and ourselves) want to slow the aging process.  What aging 
processes do both groups share?  What processes are unique to the 50 plus population?

In this session we will examine the factors that have traditionally been referred to as the “aging process”.  
Margaret will share with you the elements that contribute the “aging process” and look at the science behind 
how we can slow, prevent and even reverse what was once thought to be inevitable as we age. This session 
will also explore concerns about today’s youth and what can and should be done now to stop them from 
growing old before they graduate from High School

The Yin Experience – Tracy Glennon  Yoga 
What makes Yin Yoga different from other yoga practices? Learn how we can incorporate portions of the Yin 
experience into our regular classes introducing students to a new way of passively opening their joints and 
creating space in their bodies. Learn to use your own body as your prop and understand basic stretching 
theory.

Rate your Plate for Health & Performance – Beth Mansfield  Nutrition
A successful nutrition plan requires that you assess your current habits to see where your nutritional strengths 
lie (things that you are easily doing well on a daily basis) and where your weaknesses occur (barriers or 
triggers to poor nutritional habits). This will help you to update your nutrition knowledge, focus your food 
choices and make some improvements in your healthy eating strategy for optimal health and performance.

55+



1:45pm to 3:15pm 
 
Low and Lean – Lisa Southall Group Fitness 
Low Impact workouts are extremely effective in creating lean muscle mass. Learn how to create a low impact 
strength and posture enhancing workout utilizing the modalities of hand held weights, resistance tubing and 
body weight to achieve the results your members have been wanting.

Framework for Functional Strength Training – Nick Haince & Alexis O’Bryan Personal Training
In this comprehensive workshop you will learn how to properly structure a strength training program that is 
progressive and scalable to clientele of all abilities. You will further understand how to progress/regress the 
fundamental movement patterns to build full body functional strength! Nick and Alexis will provide guidance 
of set/rep schemes, different training splits, periodization, working around injury or movement limitations and 
much more to help you gather the tools you need to build the best program possible for your clients whether 
they are beginners or advanced.

Active Aging & Functional Flexibility–  Christine Dery Active Aging
This workshop will explore ways to incorporate flexibility into our workouts through planes of motion, gravity 
influences and how to make choices of exercises that are specific to improving stability and movement. As 
we age, we lose some of the natural flexibility we had in younger years and the importance of maintaining 
flexibility is vital to everyday activities and enjoying living life to its fullest. This workshope will be of interest 
to instructors teaching Active Aging classes, Yoga, Pilates, Chair Fitness and TaiChi.

Working your Pelvic Floor: More than Kegels – Peggy Cuthbert Pilates 
Learn how to work the core smarter, not harder. Understand how posture affects core muscle, and specifically 
pelvic floor function. Learn the importance of connecting the breath to pelvic floor and core muscle 
engagement. Basic exercises to improve breathing, and in turn pelvic floor and core muscle movement and 
strength.

Nutrition and Mental Health – Rachel Cavan Nutrition 
What foods help your mood and which ones hurt it and why?  The importance of your gut health and how 
it affects your mental health? Ways to help with anxiety, depression, IBS, or the general winter blues? How 
to boost your immunity and not get sick this year? What is lacking in our diets that we need to feel good? 
How to feel your best this season! Most people suffer from SAD (seasonal affective disorder) to some degree 
because the days are short and the winter is long! How to make simple switches to you (and your client’s) 
diet to improve their success. Practical tips to implement these strategies into our busy daily lives!

55+

Don’t Forget...

Yoga Mat   |  Water bottle   |  Towel  |   Pen and Paper  |  Snacks  |  Change of clothes  |  Warm overclothes



Meet your Presenters
 
Dr. Ashleigh Harris  
Dr. Harris is an evidence-based and sport-focused chiropractor from Lake Echo, Nova Scotia. She has obtained an Honours Degree 
in Kinesiology from Memorial University of Newfoundland and subsequently graduated with honors from the Canadian Memorial 
Chiropractic College in June of 2017, receiving her Doctor of Chiropractic degree.  Over the course of her academic endeavors, Dr. Harris 
has been primarily involved in hockey and soccer as a trainer, therapist and medic. She has worked with several hockey teams in the GTHL 
and OJHL in Toronto, and with the OPDL soccer program in both Toronto and Ottawa. She is a Certified Exercise Physiologist, and has her 
EFR, Taping, Respect in Sport and Hockey Trainer certifications. Dr. Harris also has her Registered Yoga Teacher Certificate in Therapeutic 
Hatha Vinyasa Yoga. 
 
Rachel Caven 
Rachel Caven is Ottawa’s Expert Weight Loss Nutritionist and the Owner and Clinic Director of Caven Nutrition Group. She specializes in 
healthy and sustainable weight loss, digestive issues, hormonal health and autoimmune conditions. Rachel is a sought-after speaker for 
corporate, government and media events.  She is a dynamic and passionate speaker, who uses science and facts mixed with humour and 
practical advice everyone can use.  She appears regularly on Ottawa’s CTV Morning Live and Roger’s Daytime Ottawa and has written 
articles for Chatelaine Magazine, the Huffington Post, Ottawa Sun, Ottawa Citizen, Alive Magazine and Revive Magazine. Rachel was a 
recipient of the prestigious Forty Under 40 Award in 2017. 

Christine Dery 
Christine has a Diploma in Fitness and Nutrition along with 23 years in the fitness industry. She manages a fitness program for a large 
condominium (365 classes a year) and teaches at various locations throughout the city. Christine also offers private personal training. She 
is certified in many disciplines including Group Fitness, Personal Training, Heartwise for Older Adults, Yoga, Pilates and Aquafit.

Dr. Yoni Freedhoff 
Yoni Freedhoff MD is an Assistant Professor of Family Medicine at the University of Ottawa and the medical director of Ottawa’s Bariatric 
Medical Institute. Widely regarded as Canada’s most outspoken expert in obesity Dr. Freedhoff’s advocacy work has seen him testifying 
in front of both the House of Commons and the Senate, as a subject in the acclaimed Canadian documentary Sugar Coated, and as 
something of a fixture in both National and International media regarding nutrition, public policy, and obesity. Dr. Freedhoff’s award 
winning blog Weighty Matters has received over 17,000,000 visits and his book The Diet Fix: Why Diets Fail and How to Make Yours 
Work is a #1 National Canadian bestseller.

Tracy Glennon 
Tracy is the owner of drop yoga, a community events company that strives to bring the yoga community together through fun, 
educational events.  She is an E-RYT 500 hour yoga teacher and Senior Master trainer for YogaFit. She has educated thousands of yoga 
instructors through their journey and has been teaching yoga and fitness classes for 2 decades. She was in a senior leadership role 
with GoodLife Fitness for over 20 years and continues to share her passion for operational excellence through talks at local colleges, 
universities and women’s events.  She is a public speaker and international presenter who has a passion for cycling and travel.

Nick Haince 
Nick has a Bachelor of Science in Human Kinetics and is a registered Kinesiologist. Nick has been in the industry for 12 years, working 
with general population, rehabilitation patients and elite level athletes. Nick’s career in personal training started out at the Ottawa 
U Fitness Centre in 2007 where he was a student. He finished his program at Ottawa U doing an internship at the Ottawa Sport 
Performance Centre where he began training athletes. After 6 years of working in a high performance centre, using a functional approach 
with general public and competitive athletes, Nick decided to take the next step and open his own athletic training facility.  Capital 
Strength’s mission is to bring together like minded, goal oriented people who foster a sense of community and accountability in the 
pursuit of excellence. His facility is home to hundreds of local athletes and caters to the general public with personal training, small group 
fitness and their popular adult fitness class “Capital Crew”.

Brenda Hamm 
Brenda is the Manager of LifeFIT Canada for the RA, where she is responsible for managing 14 fitness sites, 5000+ members, as well 
as all of health and wellness programming at the RA Centre. She has been in the fitness industry for 25+ years and is passionate about 
sharing her knowledge and experience through leadership and mentoring fitness professionals.   Her specialty is group fitness, including 
step, core, strength, choreography, Yoga and Pilates.  It is her infectious energy, and genuine concern for the “ participants experience” 
that draws both members and her colleagues to learn from her.   In addition to being a Master Fitness Instructor, Brenda is also a trained 
facilitator and has created and developed numerous health/wellness workshops for corporate clients.
 



Jelle Kooijam 
Originally from The Netherlands, Jelle is a mental performance consultant and coach who focuses on helping people reach their highest 
potential through mental training. After completing his undergraduate degree in Human Movement Science at the VU University 
Amsterdam, he completed the European Master in Sport and Exercise Psychology at the University of Thessaly, Greece and the University 
of Jyväskylä, Finland. He has experience working with athletes from different sports in Canada including soccer, volleyball and hockey 
teams, dancers and track & field athletes. Jelle is trained to provide a wide variety of services such as mental skills training, stress and 
coping techniques, exercise motivation and relaxation, as well as injury rehabilitation, coaching and team counselling. Jelle’s philosophy 
revolves around accepting people the way they are, but always working hard in order to keep growing. 

Jill Laidlaw
Jill has been teaching fitness pretty much all her adult life and training instructors for over 10 years.  Jill is currently teaching a variety of 
class formats but has a huge love for core training.   Moving is her passion - both in the gym and the great outdoors.  In teaching, Jill’s 
constant goal is to make fitness accessible to all – options, options, options.

Elizabeth (Beth) Mansfield, PhD, MSc, RD  
Beth is a CSEP certified exercise physiologist, Registered Dietitian and Certified Specialist in Sport Dietetics. Through her company, Peak 
Performance, she specializes in bridging the gap between the sciences of nutrition and exercise and the practices of healthy eating and 
active living. Beth is a sport nutritionist for Canadian team athletes. She also works extensively with high school, university, and masters 
level athlete

Margaret Martin 
Margaret runs her Physiotherapy and Personal Training Studio. Function to Fitness in Ottawa. Her diverse training also leads her 
to spending time teaching Yoga, Nordic Poling, TaiChi and overseeing her on-line company MelioGuide.com. Since 2000, she has 
maintained her certification with the |National Strength and Conditioning Association as a Strength and Conditioning Specialist. Margaret 
is the author of three books; Strengthen Your Core, Exercise for Better Bones and Yoga for Better Bones. She is the recipient of the 2011 
Award of Distinction from the College of Physiotherapist of Ontario. 

Alexis O’Bryan  
Alexis is a certified Personal Training under CSEP-CPT. She completed her Bachelor of Arts in Human Kinetics and the University of Ottawa. 
In her fourth year, she completed her 100 hour internship at Capital Strength alongside Nick Haince. Simultaneously, she was completing 
a work study with the GeeGee’s Football team as a Student Athletic Therapist. Alexis has 3 years of training experience, working with 
general population, rehab clients as well as elite athletes of all levels both in group settings as well as one-on-one settings.  

Brian Robitaille 
Currently a Program Coordinator at the Richcraft Recreation Complex - Kanata, Brian has worked in Ottawa Parks and Recreation since 
1984 in aquatics and fitness. Brian has been an indoor cycling instructor since 1997, a personal trainer and the Sham-Wow guy for 
Interactive Nutrition at trade shows across the globe. He has been an avid amateur bike racer for 15 years and is still achieving personal 
bests in individual time trials, gravel road races and multi-stage master road races than to training with power metrics. 

Peggy Cuthbert 
Peggy was first introduced to pilates while training as a dancer over 25 years ago. In 1999, she certified with STOTT PILATES and 
has continued to pass on her expertise, enthusiasm & passion for pilates throughout her journey, eventually opening her own studio, 
Momentum Pilates, which has been growing strong for over a decade. Her desire to help people experience the life-changing benefits 
pilates can bring to everyday life has seen her advance her learning of the human body, and becoming a Fascial Stretch Therapist. Peggy’s 
goal for everyone she works with is always the same - to help them move through their daily lives with more strength and confidence in 
what their body can do.

Lisa Southall
Lisa is a Group Fitness Instructor with GoodLife and has been teaching fitness for over 14 years. During her career with GoodLife, she 
spent over 7 years as a Regional Group Fitness Manager managing over 80 instructors and 12 studios. What Lisa loved most about 
her role was mentoring and helping Group Fitness Instructors develop their teaching skills and inspiring them to be the best version 
of themselves as an Instructor. Lisa is certified in a wide range of different programming. Les Mills Body Pump, Body Step, CXWORX, 
NewBody, Fitness Specialist, Jillian Michaels BodyShred, HIIT and is currently working towards 200 hours with YogaFit.

RA Centre, 2451 Riverside Drive, Ottawa, ON   K1H 7X7  
www.racentre.com/FITRendezVous      (613) 733-5100




